2006 lotus fuse box

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or
examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Lotus Elise Exige fuse
boxes s2 - toyota powered - eliseworks. Fuse box, easy to get to? Isuzu i - fuse box diagram Auto GeniusAuto Genius. Related Lotus Fuse Box. These instructions include the front clam
removal instructions from the Lotus Service Notes, section BR, pages 9 and Unfortunately the
instructions in the manual are not complete. I have included hints on how to accomplish certain
difficult tasks. Numbered items are from the manual and my additional comments are preceded
by bullets. Items in parenthesis are tools required for the fastener. My car has dual oil coolers
and the instructions and pictures are specific to the car. I took about three hours to remove the
clamshell and another three to replace it. The only steps that are difficult are six and ten. The
front clamshell is a bonded assembly of several glass fibre composite mouldings incorporating
both front wings, the front access aperture, radiator air intake and head lamp housings. The
clamshell is secured to the windscreen frame, radiator mounting panel and other panels using
threaded fasteners for ease of removal and to facilitate service access and body repair. From
inside each wheelarch, remove the single screw securing the top edge of the door hinge cover
panel to the clamshell. On cars fitted with front mounted oil coolers, release the hoses from any
clamshell clips around the top of the wheelarch. Via each door aperture, remove the single
fixing securing a bracket at the top rear corner of the clamshell to the base of the windscreen
pillar. Remove the fixing at each side securing the clamshell to the bottom of the windscreen
frame. Elise: Remove the two nuts securing the clamshell spine bracket to the wiper motor
bracket extension. If fitted, remove the single fixing at the bottom front of each wheelarch,
securing the clamshell to the radiator panel extension not sued in oil cooler cars. I do not have
this fitting and do not know the tool required. If you do this and have this fitting, please email
me what tool might be required. Remove the clamshell fixing at the front of each headlamp
housing. Release the headlamp harnesses, and feed through the clamshell hole. Disconnect the
aerial lead s. Beneath the nose, release the screws fixing the front lower edge of the clamshell
to the alloy undertray. Note the two plugs on top of the radiator intake opening. These plugs get
battery power when the high beams are energized. Yes, it is the reverse of disassembly. Some
care must be taken when inserting some of the shims and tightening the fasteners. Panel gaps
must be even and surfaces must be flush. I was able to improve upon the original fit and no
gaps were difficult to fix. Step 3. I found that loosening the rear bolts through the door openings
was the hardest part of the whole job. When I was reassembling it, I ended up doing each bolt
three times. If you found a tool that worked better than an open end wrench, I'd love to hear
about it. But enough whining. What I'd like to share is that you don't need to completely remove
that bolt. If you open it five or six complete revolutions, that's enough to slip the clam off. Then
there's no danger of losing the bolt, washer, or shims. Step 6. You wrote that this was the
hardest part of the job for you. I was able to get both hands into that area along with a ratchet
handle, and those bolts came off relatively easily. I didn't have to remove the fuse box or wiper
shroud. I stood in front of the car, slipped my left hand in past the fusebox, and my right hand in
from the front, with my elbow over the radiator. The wrench handle was pointing toward the
car's nose, and I held it in both hands. Also, thanks to your warning, I threaded some masking
tape into the area and taped down the washers before removing the clam, so they wouldn't fall. I

also taped them down before reinstalling the clam. August 12, by Michael Sands Copyright
through , all rights reserved. The Sands Mechanical Museum. The Sands Mechanical Museum
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Elise pictures comments competition maintenance modifications my Elise Lotus Exige specific.
Fuses protect your car from electrical short circuits and power overloads that can damage
equipment or start a fire. Often, a fuse will blow due to a momentary overload, and replacing the
bad fuse as directed below will fix the problem the car's horn or interior lights may cease to
work, for example. If a fuse blows repeatedly, it indicates an electrical problem that will require a
little trip to your Lotus Dealer. The wires can corrode on the reverse of the fusebox and break
off. If this happens new clip in fuse terminals can be sourced from Smart car dealers, part
number 84 26 or 52 26, both parts numbers are correct. Simply solder them onto the wire and
push fit them into a spare socket in the fusebox, then mark up your handbook with the change.
Never replace a fuse with one of bigger amperage. This could damage the device the fuse is
meant to protect. The main fusebox is located in the front under the bonnet, on the passenger
side, and is protected by a plastic cover. Twenty two slots are provided for standard size
'Littelfuse' series blade fuses which are numbered, and coloured according to their amperage
rating, and may be pulled out from their slots using the fuse extractor tool provided on the
fusebox lid. Early Elises pre Oct 97 have several fuse boxes. The main one is located on the left
hand side of the front services compartment. A smaller fuse box is located underneath the
windscreen motor cover. The fuel pump fuse is located near the ECU at the rear of the car. In
the later bootbox cars, there is a 20A fuse inside the engine compartment but accessible
through a hole under the carpet on the LH side near the inertia switch. In earlier cars, there is a
10A fuse inside the boot next to the ECU. Also on the Elise are three Maxi fuses. Two maxi fuses
are located in the front service compartment, beneath the wiper motor protective cover. There is
a third 40A maxi fuse for the engine management system, including the starter motor relay.
Prior to about February , a 1. Later cars have a 1. The main fusebox is located in the front
services compartment , on the passenger side, and is protected by a clear plastic cover. For
access, remove the passenger side front body access panel , followed by the radiator air
deflector panel:. Twenty two slots are provided for standard size 'Littelfuse' series blade fuses
which are numbered, and coloured according to their amperage rating, and may be pulled out
from their slots useing the fuse extractor tool provided on the fusebox lit. Fuses and relays
associated with the engine management system are located at the rear of the engine bay
adjacent to the engine ECM. The mulit-function relay unit containing the engine control relay
and starter relay is mounted on the chassis rear subframe below the engine ECM. For access,
remove the passenger side front body access panel , followed by the radiator air deflector
panel. A 60A Maxi fuse protecting the ABS circuit is located beneath the passenger side fascia
top, adjacent to the positive post. A multi-function relay unit containing the engine control relay,
fuel pump relay and starter relay is mounted in the engine bay near the ECU. A similar relay unit
is mounted in the front services compartment alongside the fusebox, and operates the a.
Important Note: Although the two modules are identical in appearance, their function is different
and they must not be transposed. Fuses and relays associated with the engine management
system are contained in two 4-position fuse holders located at the front of the engine bay on the
cabin bulkhead, adjacent to the engine ECM. To access the fuses, unclip rear edge of the cover.
The main fuse and relay boxes are located at the front of the passenger footwell, protected by a
removable panel secured by a quarter turn fastener at each top corner, and a location channel
on the floor. Forty slots are provided for mini fuses which are numbered, and coloured
according to their amperage rating, and may be pulled out from their slots using the fuse
extractor tool clipped to the fusebox. Six maxi fuses protecting major circuits are also provided,
along with six single contact change over micro relays a
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nd two 50A power relays. Mounted on the front fusebox panel, is a block of relays, the layout of
which is inverted for opposite drive hands:. Fuses and relays for the engine bay and rear
mounted systems are contained in a fusebox mounted in the cabin, behind the left hand rear
quarter trim panel. For access, use a coin to release the quarter turn fastener on the lower edge
of the removable panel, and unhook the top edge. Twenty slots are provided for mini fuses
which are numbered, and coloured according to their amperage rating, and may be pulled out
from their slots using the fuse extractor tool clipped to the fusebox. Two maxi fuses protecting
major circuits are also provided, along with four single contact change over micro relays, and
two power relays. Wikipedia On Fuse Boxes. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in.
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